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Introduction To The Study
Problem and purpose of the study .— Perhaps you would like
to locate a book on "educational programs of a vocational nature
maintained by business and industry" which shov.^ what these pro-
grams contain, what uses are made of them, and why.
Or you may seek a report which describes the use made of
training-within-industry programs during World War II.
You would perhaps like to know what present-day journal
thought is, concerning the practical application of the Business
and Industrial Educational Program, as revealed by training execut-
ives and others in the field.
What type of program does one authority suggest as a means
of preparing high-school youth for employment? Is the gap be-
coming ever wider between the classroom and the job, with an
approaching 100 perrcent second8.ry-school atteddance, of which
only about 10 per cent go on to higher and more extended educ-
ation? must beyond-the-school education becoijie increasingly a re-
sponsibility of industry? How well suited are present-day, with-
in-industry educational programs to such a possible eventuality?
This paper is, in nature, an annotated bibliography in which
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may be found references to things that have been written about
these and other topics which relate to beyond-the-classroom or
within-industry education, its purpose is to present to students
and those responsible for their guidance and their instruction,
ready references to materials which may be helpful in planning
for and in adjusting to business and industrial careers.
To this end the endeavor is, to make it possible for youth,
particularly high-school youth and the young employee to become
better informed concerning what industry has to offer in the way
of training, its nature, and its purposes.
with both learning and industrial time at a premium, it
seems important that subject-matter for references and consulta-
tion be as readily available as possible, in fulfillment of that,
the well-annotated bibliography would seem a likely aid.
Short sketch of method and sources of materials ,— uoncerning
the organization of the bibliography, the objective has been to
bring together the best writings which describe just what educa-
tion maintained by business and industry is, to this end numerous
books and other materials have been examined, out of which seventy
have been annotated and indexed.
The pages following the introduction, it will be observed,
form chapter li of the paper, known as the bibliography. This is
composed of a subject matter index and the annotations.
The purpose of the subject index is to assist the reader by
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3pointing to definite subject-matter contents to be found ir. the an-
notations. This subject index has an educational veloe also in
showing at a glance the nature of the subject-matter field as a
whole,
iiach subject of the index is heyed to the annotations by
referring both to the annotation number and to the page on which it
occurs. This gives speed and facility in locating areas of in-
terest.
The keyed annotation numbers ’.vhich seem of major importance are
underscored in the subject index.
Chapter III (the final chapter of the paper; is given to a summary.
This consists of a short general suimaary, a bibliography, and an
author index.
The short general summary explains special aspects of the
bibliography and gives a short conclusion statement.
The bibliography found in the summary refers to works that
were helpful in laying out the plan for the paper.
The index contains two lists. The first of these is a list
of authors of the annotated materials. These are also keyed to
the annotations by giving both the annotation number and the page
on which it appears. A second list is that of companies mentioned
in the annotations as having training programs. These are also
keyed to the annotations.
Concerning the nature of the sources of the reference mater-
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4ials, these consisted largely of those of the catalogues of lib-
reries and well-known indexes to books end publiscations.
The management areas concerned with education in business and
industry aa those of supervision, personnel, industrial end public
relations, marketing and research.
Headings under which materials in these areas appear are,
employee training, industrial training, industrial education
programs, training within industry, and training.
The above indicates the method of organizing the bibliography
and the sources of the references composing it, A wider consid-
eration involves the setting for the bibliography.
At the outset if was felt that one consulting the biblio-
graphy might have, for one reason or another, a limited know-
ledge of education to be found in industry. In accordance with
this thought, a section following that of the introduction to the
study, will be found a short orientation to the bibliography. This
contains definitions of basic terms, some viewpoints of contemporary wri
|ers, and a chert showing the scope and nature of the educational
programs within the plant.
The purpose of the orientation is to give a background for
the bibliography which follows in Chapter II,
Limitations of the study .— Closely assoc ieted method or plan
is that of defining what may reasonably be accomplished within the
time allotted to the study.
Therefore since the time available for the study is limited
Snj uasai^wd aJ’ cic.ti3tub& dii:fr aasia •nfT
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5Therefore since the tine available for the study is limited
and its possibilities seemingly quite vdthout limit, the biblio-
grapl:^’’ does not purport to be in ar^^ way exhaustive for the field.
As far as possible, chronologically, the citations are lim-
ited to the period of 1940 through 1947. This period may then be
considered to contain what we raay call, current thought. In this
period may be found pre-war, v/ar, and post-war literatiare. How-
ever, v^hen any reference has seemed to be outstanding or signi-
ficant, for one reason or another a w'ork or volume of an earlier
period has been includ.ed.
Other studies in the field .— The present investigation re-
sembles in some respects studies made by Edith Dvilinskey 'll at
the School of Business Administration at Boston University in
1932. James McPherson 2j at the same school in 1945 also con-
ducted a similar study. Both of these investigations are in the
nature of a historical and general subject-matter digest.
The aim of this paper, as has been already amply stated, is
the presentation of reference materials for consultation 1:^ the
student, young employee, or teacher as investigator in the sel-
ection of materials representing current, first hand thought and
opinion.
'U Dvilinsky, Edith, Training of Personnel in American Industry .
XUnpublished Master's Thesis, College of Business Adroistration,
Boston University) Boston, Massachusetts, 1932.
2/ McPherson, Janes Roland, Trends in Employee Training in Post-
Vyar Industry. (Unpublished Master's Thesis, College of Business
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6Reasons for selecting the problem ,— From a major study of
libraries, in the selection of a large reference reading list for
.
general research, the need for a wider use of other shelf mater-
ials seemed apparent. It was concluded from this that, in many
cases special reference collections to be used for parallel or
directed reading covild be profitably used by student and teacher
in anticipating vocational adjustments to the field of work in after
school life.
The study is also an out-growth of a belief that any aid to
education which v/ill in any way help to eliminate the "empiracle”
in life will make for a better coordinated application in both
learning and earning.
Further, with an ever increasing social and economic complex-
ity, and with youth seemingly ill prepared to face life and its
problems with only a high-school education, youth should have
every possible chance to learn v/hat business and industry both off-
ers and expects of the young employee.
Brief Orientation to Within-Industry Education
Definitions of basic terms .— To define all of the terms v/hich
might properly be called basic to the subject seems quite imnecess-
ary. A clear understanding, however, of the terms comprising the
title of the paper, “Educational Programs of a Vocational Nature
|r Maintained by Business and Industry", seems highly desirable.
Education . The process or manner of training youth for
their station in life, ij
1/ Webster, A. Meriam, Webster * s New International Dictionary .
G. and C. Meriam Company, Springfield, Massachusetts, 1939> p. 818.
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7Program. A brief outline or explanation of the order to be
pursued or the subjects en,braced in any endeavor. 1/
Vocation . Pursuit of a regular or appropriate employment. 2/
Business. A commercial or industrial establishment or enter-





Any department or branch of an occupation or busi-
ness employing large capital outlay. 4/ narrower
sense we may think of industry as a production process
known as manufacturing,
Jucius ^ in a chapter on "Training Operative Employees"
defines both training and education. Training is a term used
widely and its definition is needed here along with education.
To quote Jucius; training* is meant any process by which the
skill and ability of employees to perform specific jobs is in-
creased. This may be contrasted vath the term 'education* by
which is meant here general increase in knowledge by understanding
of employees which better fitsthem into their environment."
Thorndike ^ gives us a basic psychological concept that,
education takes place when one is able to do something that one
could not do previous to the learning opportunity of doing.
1/ Ibid. p. 1977
2/ Ibid. p. 2854
'y Ibid, p. 362
4/ Ibid. p. 1271
^ Jucius, Michael J,, Personnel Management . Richard D. Irwin,
Incorporated, Chicago, Illinois, 1947, p. 242,
6/ Thorndike, Edward L., Human Learning . The Century Company,
New York, 1931, p. 12.
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8V/hat we are aiming at here is a good definition of Educ-
ational Prograins
,
combining the thoughts expressed above, these
programs may seemingly be thought of as proposed methods of
action through the doing of which one is enabled to do that which
one could not do previous to the learning opportunity.
It might be further stated in this connection that educ-
ational philosophy accepts the responsibility as a result of the
psychological opportunity of so instructing as to enable the indiv-
idual to live more harmoniously with his fellow men, and to exer-
cise in so doing, worthy self-satisfaction to himself, in worth-
while pursuits. This can seemingly be summed up thusly. That
education in business and industry, any education effort, is
both the process and the measure of our "learning by doing",
Again, as to training. Green speaks of training in this
manner. Training carries a meaning of restricted use connotating
learning-process situations where the acquisition of skill in
technical or commercial problems is the goal.
Contemporary authoritative viewpoints.— Relative to the im-
portance of adequately satisfying the training needs of an organ-
ization, Green ^ cited above, sounds a warning.
If the training needs of an organization could be satis-
fied by buying some textbooks and hiring a teacher, there
would be no need for this book. Some companies have tried
2/ Green, James H, , Organized Training in Business , Harper and
Brothers, New York, 1928, p,2.
2/ Ibid. p. 52,

9to biQT their training over the counter .... Unless a company
is willing and prepared to put its ovm experience and time
into a program (under proper guidance when that is necessary)
,
the program v;ill not fulfill the needs of the company. Train-
ing programs must be custom built and notwo v/ill be exactly
alike. Expert guidance may be properly utilized and prepared
material used to supply specific units, but the frame work
of the program must be designed to meet the needs of the com-
pany.
Again Green X/ points out, "No public educational program can
be called complete unless it is based upon an intelligent survey
of the needs of the community to be served."
In respect to the above, the industrial or business estab-’
lishment is but another community in nature, differing only in
type.
MacDonald 2/ expresses a belief which may even today, pos-
sibly, be shared by a surprising number of people.
The old-school point of view tov/ards employee training v;as
that employees should secure all their education in school and
that no educational activities need or should be carried on
by the company itself beyond those that might be necessary
to instruct the new employee in the details of his position
....Obviously such training is of the hit-or-miss kind.
The nev; employee first spends a short time listening to
• the department head explain the v/ork of the department.
He is then given a desk and some work to do and told that
the person next to him will ansvrer any questions he may want
to know regarding the vray in v.'hich the work is to be done,
the result of such a haphazard plan is that the employees
make many unnecessary mistakes and acquire information re-
garding the duties of their positions in a most unsystematic
manner.
Again, Uiven and Hey el sound a similar note; ^
\l Ibid. p. 155
2/ MacDonald, John H., Office Management . Prentice Hall, Incor-
porated, Nev; Yor^,l;37, p. 523.
Viiiren, Alexis R.
,
Carl Hey el. Practical Lanagement Research .
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mIn recent years, ”green help" has, next to insufficient
help, been the most frequent answer encountered in any in~
vestigation of why something went wrong, "Green help" may
be an asnwer to a complaint, but it is an inadequate one and
is certainly not stated correctly. It should be more pro-
perly "insufficient training". In that way the r esponsibility
is put where it belongs. It is taken from the employee end
placed squarely on management. The Government’s Training-
Within-Industry Division has in this connection strongly em-
phasized an excellent motto in its "J, I, T," (;job-Instructor
Training) prograias; ’If the worker hasn’t learned, the instruc-
tor hasn’t taught’,
Gilbreth and Cook 1/ express much the same thing in another
way:
The test of the x'oreman’s ability as an instructor is
not only his production record but also the development of
his employees into people who can solve their job and per-
sonal problems. It is as teacher that the foreman has the
finest chance to show how far he has progressed in the art of
communication,
Within-Industry educational program chart,— This chart immed-
iately following is for the purpose of showing the nature and scope
of an educational training program maintained by large company. The
chart is reproduced by the courtesy of the Westinghouse Electric
Corporation,
To get a quick grasp of content, one may, for instance, take the
block headed "Graduate Students", and note the items of object, source,
training and placement which composes. Viewing the ten blocks of
activity thusly gives a good picture of within industry educational
training,
?Jhile this program is representative of large company training there
are those programs of lesser scope depending upon the size of the
company and its educational policy. It should be born in mind however,
that a training program may be a "paper program" only, with but few
'.il J/ .
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Training men tc be
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To repare voung men
and women wno wish to
"Learn While They
Earn", to fill more im-




of interest to members.
To bring advantages
of headquartera educa-
tional work to the field
fbrces.
Bngtiwxjjng and Com-
mercial CoUegee of -the
U. 8. and Technical
Scboola of other eoun-
trien.
Aaemblying and test-
ing variona kinds of appa-
ratus.
Shop work is supple-
mented by weekly confer-
ences with engineers or
eseeutives who are re-
sponsible for the design,
manufacture, and sale
of the apparatus.
Each student is given
an individual schedule in












the completion of their
training are assigned to
regular mA with the
company or operating
companies, the assign-
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the shop and four houra
per weu in the class-
rooms on related sub-




cost, shop systems, and
principles of mathenmtics.
One year oonne dis-
cussing foremaosbip
problems.





To develop the per-
sonal qualities of the
eupervisor, particularly
with respect to leade>
ship and to enable him
to acquire a true per-
spective regarding his
responsibilities and op-




oy ibowing more nearly
the doee relationship and
interdependence between
the supervisor's job and
the work of all other de-
partments, thus improv-
iDg his genera! knowledge
by contact and exchange
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The women are ad-
vanced from clerical to
eteoographio and thence
to secretarial work.














and up-psde those whose
e.bool work prepares
them for more respon-
sible positions in the
r anufacturing, sales, and
engineering depts.
Graduate cooperative
courses leading to doc
grees of MB. and Pb.D.







of UB. Army in Maou-
faeturing Training for
Officers
'Courtesy of Westinghouse Electric Corporation

educational activities actually in evidence.
Although of necessity brief, the orientetion section is perhaps
useful in suggesting several points which the reader may wish to keep
in mind in turning to the reference mater ials or bibliography of
Chapter II of the paper, which follows this section.
It is the hope that this bibliography may contain sources of
information valuable to a better bridging of the gap between school
and industry — a gap which has been, and conceivably still is, of
considerable concern to many educators and students.
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Basic principles - organization for
business and industry 29, 1, 52
Induction;
Adequate initial instruction 34,11,14,16,27
Proper initial placement 34,27,32




Acquainting new employees with com-
pany officials, general policy,
benefits, and plant facilities and
equipment 27,14,32,40,
59,60
Job responsibility (employer-employee) 26,14
Outside-the-plant training 46
Sales training for marketing and dis-
tribution 14,22,23





Testing programs - use of standard
tests and their nature 44,11,16,23,25,
30,38,42,48
Surveys of programs and systems of well-
known organizations 12,25,28,37,
59,62,69
Tables showing program statistics for re-
porting companies 51
Training in the public services (Govern-
mental services) 54
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To get skilled workers quickly (em-
ergency such as war) 4S
To improve company operation, or re-
build plant personal, or perpetuate
company policy or alter attitudes
and habits 32,36












Salesmen and other distribution
personnel 22,11,23,56
Special training for technical grad-
uates and others of promise 25
Up-grading and promotion 21,4,23
Vestibule schools 60,35
Public relations and safety 2
Training with-industry materials.... 45
Trends in office personnel practice. 52
The Training Department
Direction and supervision 9,20,38,67
Integration with other plant depart-
ments 59,13
Organization and development of
training urograms 9,2,20,31,33,
39,43,59
Organization, staff, and facilities. 25,11,20,24,39
Position in the organizational
structure 25,29
Responsibility for follov/-up, train-
ing evaluations, testing, formiila-
tion of training techniques and de-












































Training responsibility to production
department director 13,3-3,48,71
Training-leaving curves 35
Wages paid to learners 46
Training Techniques
Criteria for evaluating training (12
items) 17
Fundamental steps in teaching a job 28,17
Methods of teaching for the various
programs - conferences and lectures 1,3,4,9,29,37
Job descriptions 29,45
Job methods training 29,49
Job instructor training 24,49
Job rating 29,49
Principles of good instruction 28,31,38
Qualities and personality requisite to
good training adjustment 32
Salesman training, selection tests, and
policies of classroom instruction 22
Some maximum lengths of training 33, 46,55,68
Special facilities for training, sound
films and visual aids 34,8,23,25,56,
64
Supervisory training on an elective basis 65
Training for the well-run store 57,11,56
Training in a working organization 71
Training solutions for company problems, 62
General Training Topics
Apprenticeship training-value of 13
British selection and training view-
points 35
Early and present-day apprentice
teachers 27,63
Executives can be trained 72
Foremanship fundamentals 51,38
Is education short-selling industry? .... 73
Need for training executives in the
super'T’isory force 38,28,30,33,41
Selection should be matched vdth
opportunity
Things new’., employees must be told 26
Training and promotion from within 21










































































Training is necessary to the efficient
absorption of new employees
Training high-school youth for employ-
ment
Trends in industrial training in Great
Britain
Tvifo massive pillars in the personnel
program - selection and training
Reference lists
Bibliography on induction, apprentice-
ship training
Bibliography of training in industry ....
Excellent bibliography in selection
procedures
















General theory of vocational education found in business
and industry (oro^raii tx^nes, nature and content) .
—
Complete volumes
1. Allen, Charles R. [^Revised by George P. Hambrecht and R. L,
Welch]] The Instructor. The Lian and The Job , (a handbook for
instmictors of industrial and vocational subjects) New
York, J. B. Lippincott Company, 1945, 399 p.
Work describes techniques or methods for putting things over
from the instinictor to the learner through industrial trsining
courses. Stresses need for the trained instru.ctor in Ar.'ierican
industry. Topics discussed:
Training in the plant
The analysis and classification of trade
Knowledge




Book is intended for use in devising efficient training in
vocational schools and industry.
2, Beckman, R. 0., How to Train Supervisors (Manual and Outlines
for Determinat Discussion) Harper and Brothers, Publishers,
New York, 1944, 315 p.
One of the more important books on supervisory training.
Book suggests need for a broader educational process. Volume
is divided into two sections, one dealing with the techniques of
training in general, but specifically describes Federal training-
within-industry prograjiis. The second section is composed of
thir^^ outlines on instruction techniques and problems. A book
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found in almost every reading reference l.ist on supervisory
training
,
3. Bergevin, Paul, Industrial -^porenticeship , McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Incorporated, New York, 1947, 280 p.
Contains a list of apprenticeships. Discusses planning,
organization, administration and evaluation of the apprentice-
ship program. Also discusses selection of apparatus, shop and
related instruction. Gives some suggestions on teaching methods.
Has a bibliography on subject of aoprenticeship,
4. Cooper, Alfred i.i.. Employee Training . McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Incorporated. New York, 1942, 310 p.
Book brings together information about employee training,
emphasizing the "rehearsed conference" method of instruction.
The author has taught nimierous industrial, public service, end
college classes, and is authority on the conference method.
Topics treated are:
Developing supervisors as conference leaders
Supervisory; and executive training
Safety training
Public relations training
Vestibule, up-grading and apprentice training
A chapter (ll) is devoted to the organizations of an em-
ployee training department.
5. Cushman, Prank, Training Procedure (a discussion of the pro-
blems encountered in planning, operating, and maintaining
efficient programs in industrial, business, and public
organizations) John Wiley and Sons, Incorporated, New York,
1940, 230 p.
Scope of the discusion is limiited to problems involved in
the training of employed personnel, with the orinciple objective
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that of iraoroving the perforr.ance of vrorl: given on the v/ork tine
of the persons served (in-service or on-the-job training) . Book
based on many years of experience rdth business executives, sup-
ervisors, and foremen. Close as ociation with Charles R. Allen
reflects his philosoph^^ of training. Topics treated include:
The problem of training employed personnel
Identification of need for preliminary training
The organization of training
Checking the outcomes of the training programs
Appendices contain outlines of:
An instructors training cororse
A conference leader training course
A list of selected references
6. Drake, Charles A., Personnel Selection B:/ Standard Job Tests
.
LicGraw-Hill Boolt Company, Incorporated, New. York, 1942, 147 p.
Procedures described imply that the individual using this
technique must have a v/orking knowledge of time sind motion study,
of machine design, of industrial psychology of the conventional
sort, of human anatony and ph^ysiology, and of elementary statis-
tics. Book treats of job testing as a science and art in selec-
tion. A rather technical treatise v/hich considers: body coordin-
ates, motor skills in the measurement of aptitudes, skills and
accident proneness.
7. Faist, Kenneth L. and Stanton i.;. Newkirk, Job Safety Training
ilianual , National Foreman's Institute, Deep River, Connecticut,
1945, 73p.
Brief and intensive training program for supervisoi^ com-
posed of five, two-hour sessions. One chapter of book given to
each outline. Case procedure used as parts of training discussion.
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Training valuable for man placed on new job.
8. Gipson, Henry Clay, Films in Business and Industry , LIcGrav/-
Hill Book Company, Incorporated, New York, 194V, 291 p.
Tells hov/ industry is using films. Contains a list of
producers of films for industry.
9. Green, James H., Organized Training in Business , Harper and
Brothers, Publishers, New York, 1937, 350 p.
The author's attempt to give ansv/ers to some questions re-
garding principles basic to organization and adiainistration of
training in commercial and industrial enterprises. Some ques-
tions treated are:
Yifhat is training?
Who should be trained?
Where should the training be given?
V/hat are the best training methods?
How should the content of a training course be determined?
How can training be kept going?
Vrno should be responsible for getting results?
The author gives recognition to two aspects of training, "train-
ing for industry" (for the -job) and "training on the job". Latter
responsibility rests with company and is accomplished by: depart-
ment training, supervisory apprenticeship training courses, group
meetings, and conferences. Excellent bibliography of books,
magazines and bulletins.
10. Lester, Helen Marsh and William. F. Holmes, Retail Training
in Principle and Practice
.
Harper and Brothers, Publishers,
New York, 1940, 170 p.
Describes training in the retail field, and discusses such
subjects as: training's place in retailing, organizing and op-
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training executives and retraining. A good book for general
scope of retailing making use of training.
11.
’ Morgan, Howard K., Industrial Training and Testing , McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Incorporated, Nevir York, 1945, 225 p.
Describes a method of training designed to be profitable in
peace or war. An excellent volume containg much valuable infor-
mation on types of programs, special techniques of selection,
induction, and orientation, with especial emphasis on testing
as a selection technique. Some topics treated are:






Service and sales training
Supervisory training
Examinations and recognition
Uses of work review sheets
Counseling
Follow-up
A note struck is that the purpose of training is to show someone
how to do something new or how to do something in a better way.
Another is that inductional education is not concerned with
broad education but with highly specialized, specific ajid de-
tailed training.
12. Morris, John Van Liew, Employee Training (a study of educ-
ations Itraining departments in various corporations)
,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Incorporated, NewYork, 1921, 311 ]
Although published, in 1921, the book names companies most
of v/hich haveprogra.riS in operation at the present ti-e. Given
below is a list of these companies with the type of program
maintained: (comprehensive programs)
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(1) Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.
Special training, apprenticeship, technical night
school, Americanization, student engineer training,
organization for training.
(2) General Electric Company (Schenectady Plant)
.
Apprenticeship, engineer training in the testing
department, foreman training, intensive training,
instructor training, Americanization.
(3) General Electric Company (West Lynn Plant).
Apprenticeship department, cooperative arrangement for
engineering students, special training, English and natur-
alization classes.
(4) Western Electric Company.
Training of office boys, apprentices, special training
for high-school gradiiates, training telephone in-
stallers, machine operators, college men, voluntary
evening classes, administration of the educational
activities.
(5) Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company.
The flying squadrons, apprenticeship, the Industrial
University.
( 6 ) Ford Motor Company.
Apprenticeship, trade -school, technical institute,
service school, English classes.
(7) Packard Motor Car Company.
Apprenticeship, technical graduate courses, truck
sales school.
(S) The Norton Company (abresives)
Intensive training for machine operators, grinding
course, special half-time mechanical course.
(9)
Wateo-Vleit Arsenal
Apprentice training, evening improvement and trade
extension classes, vestibule school, foreman training.
(10)
Winchester Repeating Arras Company.
apprenticeship, special training, training for minor
executives, foremen training, noon-hour and after-
v;ork classes, the educational organization plan.
(ll)Morganthaler Linotype Company.
Apprenticeship, linotype school for operators, school
1^1 w»*7«vjUH»vi
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for engineers and department heads, trade extension
night classes, intensive training school, foreman
training.
(12) Carnegie Steel Company.
Apprentice ship school, salesman's school, the works
schools, night school.
(13) National Cash Register Company.
Cooperative apprenticeship, up-grading courses, health
and safety education, evening and noon-hour instruction.
Other companies:
(14) P. Hoe and Company
(15) Pratt and Whitney
(16) Brown and Sharpe Manufacturing Company
(17) Warner and Swasey Company
(18) Yale and Town I.ianiifacturing Company
(19) Westinghouse Air Brake Company
(20) Western Electric Instrument Company
(21) Dela Vergne Machine Company
(22) Hyatt Roller Bearings Division, General Motors Corporation
(23) Fore River Shipbuilding Company
(24) U. S. Navy Yard, Brooklyn
(25) Atcheson, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad System
(26) American Locomotive
(27) R. R. Donnelly and Sons Comparer (printing)
Programs emphasizing special training;
(28) Submarine Boat Corporation.
Intensive training, foreman training, instructor
training
.
(29) Dennison Manufacturing Company.
Up-grading school for customer's operations
(30) Gisholt Machine Company
(31) J and T Cousins Company
(32) The Sperry Gyroscope Company
(33) United Shoe Machinery' Corporation
(34) Habershaw Electric Cable Company
(35) Shepard Electric Crane Company
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13. Patterson, Ti/illiam F, and M. H. Hedges, Educating for
Industry (Policies and procedures of a national appren-




This volime gives an up-to-date description of apprentice-
ship principles, concerning:
Importance of apprenticeship
management's stake in apprenticeship
How apnrenticeship operates
Labor's stake in apprenticeship
Control or integration
The national apprenticeship orogram
The role of the States in apprenticeship
The plant apprentice program
The plant apprentice supervisor
The plant apprentice instructor
Related instruction of apprentices
Occupations suited to attitudes
Public relations in apprenticeship
Effect of Y/orld Vilar II
Apprenticeship, reconversion and national production
A valuable part of the book is an extended bibliography
on apprenticeship and apprentices, classified according to
trades and industries,
14. Pynner, Eugene, Successful Sales Training , Advertising
Publications, Incorporated, New York, 174 p.
A practical g:uide for marketing executives for the train-
ing of salesmen. Some of the topics treated are:
Primary organization





15 . Rakestraw, C. E,, Training High-School Youth for Employment
(a plan under which vocational training on a cooperative
part-time basis can be offered in high-schools. Includes
back-ground and need for such a program and detailed dis-
cussion of organizational and operational 'rocedures)
American Technical Society, Chicago, 1947, 217 p.
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Sets fourth several imoortant facts which fonr the basis of
(its plan. Gives percentages of vocational schools and vocational
deoartments of high-schools of the larger communities sending
fourth youth to wage earning occupations, and percent planning
for college. Sets fouth that youth does not receive adequs.te
life adjustment training.
16. Reitell, Charles, Training Workers and Supervisors
.
Ronald
Press Company, 1941 182 p.
A very well-vnritten book divided into four parts:
I. Selection
II. Training
III. Training for Better Performance
IV. Training in Human Relations
Some sub-topics are: Job rating, J’ob requirements, attracting
applicants, testing and inteiviev/ing, types of programs, organ-
ization and turnover in relation to training. An informative
volume
.
17. Schaefer, Vernon G., Job Instruction
.
r.cGraw-Hill Book
Comnany, Incorporated, New York, 1943, 3l6 p.
Book intended for use .'n industrial classes. Outlines
and discusses fundamiental principles of Job instruction in
practical language. Sets fourth twelve rules of good instru.c-
tion,
18. Shartle, Carroll L., Occupational Information; Its Develou-
ment and Application
.
Prentice-Hall, Incorporated, New York,
1946, 339 p.
Book does not treat of training in particular, but has in-
formation conceivably useful to the training supervisor or direc-
tor. States that about i/3 of all occupations are repetitive in
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nature, and more than i/2 of all occupations have no specific
educational requirement. Sections on ’’Occupational Frontiers”
and ’’Educational Range” are interesting. Book has exellent
lists of reading references at various points and specifically
has excellent work and job classifications.
19. Starr, Richard B. and John I. Yellott, Foremanship Training ,
Prentice-Hall, Incorporated, Rev; York, 1943 > 191 p.
Describes training and development of supervisors to
teach and others of the war-training period (1943) . Preparing
the learner to receive instmctions, demonstration of the job to
the learner, follow-up to see that instructions have been
carried out. One of the small volumes devoted to speeding
up the war-training program.
Chapters of Books
20. Alford, L. P. and John'-R. Bangs, Production Handbook.
(Section, Industrial Training), Ronald Press Company,
New York, 1944, p. 1565-1589.
A good portrayal of the training program showing important
factors, kinds of programs, control of the program and its
psychological limitations. Presents a good description of
avails-ble training facilities in outline form. Shows proce-
dure of establishing a training course and the necessary re-
cords and cost considerations.
21. Amiss, John M. and Traver C. Sutton, The Industrial Super-
visor (a training guide for improvement of skill and
leadership). The Ronald Press, Nev/ York, 1944, p. 49-82.
Stresses the importance of training and of promotion from
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training. Discussed also are sources of supply, nature of the
problem of training, when to train, v/hat should be taught, and
v/ho should do the training. Further topics are: habit develop-
meny standard for training, the law of association, memory,
reasoning habits, emotions and steps in the training process.
22. Aspley, John Cameron, The Salesmanager* s Handbook tsections.
Training the New Salesman, Re-training Methods, Selection
Tests and Methods), The Dartnell Corooration, Chicago,
1945, p. 497-5B8.
These sections show the use made of sales training in the
many fields of distribution, and the role of the classroom; its
equipment and its location in the plant. The Armstrong Cork
Company and the Goodrich Eight-Week Course are cited in con-
nection with the sales training program.
23. Aspley, John Cameron and Eugene Whittmore, The Plandbook of
Industrial Relations
.
The Dartnell Corporation, Chicago,
1943, p. 357-444.
Much useful information found in these sections on within-
industry education and training. Of especial interest are re-
ferences on training within-industry field offices. A list of
geographical head quarters for the entire country, follov/ed by
a list of motion pictures and sound slide films for use in
technical training programs. Numerous other topics in these
sections concerning training vdthin-industry
,
to make men more
proficient. A general bibliography at end of section on major
topic areas.
24.
Beaumont, Henry, The Psychology of Personnel . Longmans, Greene
and Company, New York, 1945, p. 54-121
.
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Chapter 'ill deals with the selection of employees and
criteria for predicting success. Chapter IV treats of types of
industrial training, selection of trainers, the training staff,
training aids, measuring the results of training and training costs.
The book containing these materials is one of the better
small volumes on personnel psychology.
25 . Bethel, Lawrence L. and Franklin 3. Atwater, and George
H. E. Smith, and Harvey A. Stackman, Jr., Industrial
Organization and lianagement . McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Incorporated, New York, 1945, p. 4S5-515.
Tells what training within-industry is and discusses
organization for training and gives a chart outline of the
training program of the National Cash Register Comoany.
Chapter is up-to-date in showing how people learn and in
giving recognition to individual differences involved in the
process of learning. Describes types of training in detail
and show's value of visual aids to teaching and training.
Mentions major institutions having coordinated cooperati-ve
college training affiliations for technical men.
26
.
Evans, J. J., A Program for Personnel Administration ,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Nev; York, 1945, p. 32-41.
Topic number 2 of four topics discussed under personnel
relations is training. Topic sets fourth that the new employ-
ee must be told:
About his company
About the factory office or other unit in which he wi3.1
be located
The department or section in which he v;ill work
The job on which he will be employed
Author then treats of next stage of training, that of imparting
!'mi
.5
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'job skill or job knowledge. Deals practically and in concion terms
with essentials basic to good training.
27. Gloss, Raymond E. and Harold A. Baker, Introduction To Business ,
South-Vdestern Publishing Company, New York, 1947, p. 145-167.
Describes techniques of hiring, past and present, and presents
sources of workers, training methods, types, employees well-fare
work, health and afety, transfer, nromotion and dischare and
records involved. Has short reading list of six references.
28. Halsey, George D., Handbook of Personnel Management
.
Harper
and Brothers, New York, 1947, p. 126-151.
A chapter X deals vdth training employees, training needs,
objectives, methods, and principles, and the training sunvey outline.
Chapter also gives fifteen principles of good teaching. Chapter Xl
shows some typical training programs:
Brown and Sharpe lianiLfa ctuning Company
Proctor and Gamble (training fundsmentals
)
Educational Program of the International Ladies Garment Union
Fitness Training Catalogue
Chapter also treats of induction of new employees and information
booklets. Up-tp-date ciurrent thought on pertinent subject areas.
29. Jucius, Michael J., Personnel Management
,
Richard D. Irvdn,
Incorporated, Chicago, 1947, p. 223-313.
(Chapters XI, XII, XIIl) Chapter XI deals with training with-
in industry', defines the terms "education” and "training", and shows
justification for, objectives of, and amount and quality of train-
ing desirable. Also describes types of training and training
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Job Relations Training and
Program Development Training
Also describes conference method, widely used in executiisd
training. Chapter XIII deals with "General Education and Com-
munications". Very informative and represents latest thinking.
30. Know’les, Asa S. and Robert D. Thompson, nianagement of Mam-
Power , The MacMillan Company, Nev/ York, 1943, p. 330-360.
Describes principles and techniques of selection, giving
considerable attention to the testing program, followed by a
description of types of training, training methods, training
procedures and techniques. Special treat ents of job instructor
training, training supervisors, and training women for factory
v’ork
,
31. Kress, A. L., Foremanship Fundamentals (Chapter III, Trainjjig)
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Hew York, 1942, p. 43-67.
Topics in this chapter are: the training program, training
the new employee, how we learn systematization, selection of
instructors, analyzing a job, what to instruct, analysing work
steps or elements, safe practices, principles of good instruction.
Appendix contains four* case studies of the practical application
of training programs
.
32. McMurray, Robert N., Handling Personality Adjustment in
Induafcry, Harper and Brothers, Nev; York, 1944, 297 p.
A very revealing book, divided into four parts. Part IV,
Training Problems. Under this section the following chapters
are found:
XIV. Motivating Acceptance of the Training Program
f
XV. Training to Alter Attitudes and Habits
XVI. Training the Employment Interviewer
Book given to study of vocational and eumotional maladjustment in
industiy. Fine for a guidance bookshelf,
33. Moore, Herbert, Psychology for Business and> Industry . McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Incorporated, Nev/ York, 194^, p. 209-249.
Discusses in Chapter IX the need for training, how habits are
acquired, teaching others to acquire motor skills, length of
the training period, training on the job, training for the job,
the content of apprenticeship training courses and foreman
training, charts shov/ing length of time necessary to train
factory workers, ejODressed in percentages, and chart shov/ing
manner in v/hich factory workers are trained.
34. National Industrial Conference Board, Incorporated, The
Management Alrn.anac (A reference book of facts for the
personnel and labor relations executive) 475 Park Avenue,
Nev; York, 1944, p. 129-135.
(Part X-*’Training of Employees") . Presents statistics of
the use of visual aids, types of programs, when they are given,
to v;hom, and executive opinions. Of especial interest is an
extensive list of training films nnd slides used bj' one hundred
companies. A very illuminating list of educational films. A
general bibliography of the volume gives an excellent reading list
on induction apprentice training, rank-and-file training, training
foremen and supervisors, traing salesmen, and executive training.
35. Northscott, C. H., Personnel Management. Its Scone and Practice
Pitman Publishing Corporation, Nev; York, 1941, p. 92-113,
144-165, 298-310.
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By a British writer. Viewpoints are refreshing and serve
as a check on our own American thinking. Chapters V, VI,VII
I
stress the need for adequate selection and advocate good testing
techniques. Under "training workers" are discussed: persons to
be trained, job to be learned, the trainer, methods of training,
instruction by foremen, vestibule (or 'initiation) schools
,
and
the workroom school,* author supports value of training philosophy
by learning curves.
Under the chapter on "education" is foimd the author’s
sketch of what industry exrects of education. Other topics
incluse: training of a clinical staff, apprentice training and
general educational work. Under "draining for personnel manage-
ment" attention is focussed on qualities and personalities
requisite to training for this field (excellent). Appearing
in the chapter suimnarj’- are five qualities desirable in a success-
ful personnel manager.
36. Petersen, Elmore, and Grosvenor E. Plov/man, Business Org-
anization and I^ilanageraent , Richard D. Irwin, Incorporated,
Chicago, 1942, p. 415-416.
Types of Supervisor training. Training in comoany policy.
A short section representing critical thinking relative to
employee selections, training and education.
37. Roethlisberger, F. J. and William J. Dickson, Management and
the Worker (an account of a research program conducted by
the Western Electric Company, HaT/thorne Vi^orks, Chicago)
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1947
,
p. 206-219.
Chapter X, The Training of Supervisors. Describes the method
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and shows the results of supervisorj^ training.
38 . Scott, Walter Dill, Robert C. Clothier, Stanley B, Mathewson
,
V/illiam R. Spidegel, Personnel iianagenent . Principles,
Practices and Point of View, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc-
orporated, 1941
,
Hev/ York, p. 267-289.
(Chapter XXII-Training Workers, Chapter XXI I I -Training the
Executive and Supervisory Force) , Chapter XXII sets forth that
training is absolutely essential to successful absorption of nevir
employees with a minimum of time and expense. Chapter gives a
good description of training on the job techniques, and touches
upon some topics not generally treated, suchas; use of the company
library, re-training programs, the use of mental alertness tests
in training, and the need of classification in factory schools.
Chapter XXIII describes the need of training the supervisory and
executive force, and sets forth objectives of executive training,
responsibility for organization and methods of training. A gener-
ally good exposition of executive training, showing problems
arising, such as:
Time for holding conferences
Mixing of men from different executive levels
Size of training group
rieasurement of training of apprentices
Determining the cost of executive training
39. Tootle, Harry King, Employees Are People. Wliat Management
Owes Them and Y.’hat It Does for Them , McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Incorporated, New York, 1947, p. I65-IS6 .
(Chapter XII -"Training" ) . Suggests that the tv/o massive
pillars on which a personnel program is built are; Selection
and training. Selection puts the likely applicant through the
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Topics discussed are: getting acquainted qiiickly, specific train-
inging courses for new employees, training for the job and on the
job, training supervisors or foremen, training executives. Train-
ing set-up and refresher coirrses , Other topics are also health
and safety training programs, public contacrs, who shall teach, and
training must pay its way. Another chapter of the Volume devotes
ten pages or so to testing for placement. Excellent for giridance
shelf.
40. Walton, Albert, The Fundamentals of Industrial Psychology
.
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Incorporated, Nev/ York, 1941,
p. 242-314.
(Chapter X-Principles of Learning and Training in Industry)
.
Sets forth that whenever a worker is employed in a new job he
has to go through a period of adjustment, a period of getting
used to his new work and his new environment. Chapter presents
views on the psychology of learning ty doing. Speed and accuracy
ajid the techniques of instructing.
41. Yoder, Dale, Personnel management and Industrial Relations ,
Prentice-Hall, Incorporated, New York, 1946, 848 p.
(Chapter IX-Training for Industry)
.
States that training and
education of employees is not a simple problem, and that all
training for business and industry begins in the public schools.
Shows what industry expects, what it needs, and what it objects to
in industrial training. Describes types of training and their
procedures. Discusses the public interest in apprentice train-
ing facilities. Special purpose courses, maintaining the pro-
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of statistical procedures and the use of statistical techniques
are also discussed. A good reference list at end of chapter.
Bulletins
42.
Achard, F. H. and Florence Clarke, "You Can Measure The
r. ^ as a Supervisor", Personnel
"This article discusses in considerable detail a procedure
for combining a battery of validated tests with supervisory ratings
as a part of a rounded program of testing." Annotation by-
American Management Association.
43. Gates, A. B., "Effective Supervisory Training", Personnel
Series (in: "The Role of the Supervisor in Labor Relations")
American Management Association, 1938, No. 33.
"This paper, although presented in 1938 still remains one
of the best available discussions of the strong and 7/eak points
of the various raehhods which may be used in supervisory training
and of what should be the subject taught." Annotated by the
American Management Association.
44. Veysey, Victor V., Selecting. Training, and Rating Supervisors .
California Institute of Technology, Industrial Relations
Section, Pasedena, California, 1944, 39 p.
Describes methods of selection and training eosts and follow-
up. Has select bibliography at back of bulletin on selecting,
training and rating supervisors.
45. War Man-Power Commission, Training Within-Industry Materials .
Bureau of Training, Training Within-Industry Service,
Washington, 1945, 500 p.
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Section I. The Training Within-Industry Bulletins
Section II. Job Instruction Sessions
Outline and Reference Material
Section III. Job Methods Sessions Outline and Reference
Materials
Section IV. Job Relations Sessions Outline and Reference
Materials
Section V, Union Job Relations Sessions >
Outline and Reference Ma-terials
Section VI. Program Development Institute
Monographs
46 . National Industrial Conference Board, Incorporated, Training
for Industry
. 475 Park Avenue, New York, 1937, 30 p.
Describes the problem of trade training and general training,
in-side-the-plant and out-side-the-plant training. Contains
statistics on training practices of industrial concerns. Show-
ing tyoes of companies having programs, wage rates paid to learn-
ers, and maximm length of training period for ordinary occupations.
47 . The Dartnell Corporation, Interview Procedures and Employee
Testing Methods
.
Report No. 537, Chicago, 1936, 86 p.
Purpose of report is to indicate the proper tools v;hich exisjs
today for the selection of industrial personnel. A further pur-
pose is to point out the need for care and thought in the choice
and application of these tools. In the report are also to be
found exhibits of application forms used by well-knovm companies;
phQrsical examination records and employee evaluation forms in
general. Report contains an excellent bibliography on employee
selection procedures and other sources of information. Contains
a list of organizations engaged in ps^^’chological testing in industry
and other useful information.
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48. Dodd, Alvin E, and James 0. Rice, How to Train V/orkers for the
War Industries
.
Harner and Brothers, Publishers, New York,
1942, 260 p.
A manual of tested training procedures. Contains a training
philosophy comr.ion to war emergency periods - a philosophy which has
for its basis, manpower, manpower as measured in terms of people
trained to do specific things that v/ar reqvdres. A v;ork which
comprises the best available information on the subject. A combina-
tion of a material contribution of the American I/ianagement Association
and its vast store of information with that of the War Llanporrerr
Commission’s ovm training infoim.ation
.
Parenthetically it may be
stated that the American management Association is the result of
a merger of the National Association of Corporation Schools and the
National Personnel Association. The book presents a carefully
edited distillation of pertinent studies of two large organizations
Book is divided into three main areas;
Part I Quick-training of rank-and-file workers. Cases in
illustration are; bright Aeronautical Corporation,
Speery Giroscope Company, Incorporated, and the
Bethlehem Steel Company
Part II Supervisory training. Cases in illustration;
Carnegie Illinois Steel Corporation and General
Electric Company
Part III Apprentice training. Selected. bibliography on train-
ing is found in the back of the report.
Page 240 gives a chart of training organizations and procedures of
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49. V/a’r Manpower Commission, The Training Wiliiin-Industry Report .
Bureau of Training, Training V/ithin-Industry Service, Y/ash-
ington, (September, 1945) 330 p.
A record of the development of management techniques for im-
proved operation in industrial plants during the V/orld War II
.
Report is composed of two main parts: 1. Narration of how the
organization was built up and what its main purpose was (to help
industry help itself), 2. A technical section dealing with T.W.I.
(Training V/ithin-Industry) programs and techniques. Main tech-
niques are: Job Instruction Training Programs (J.I.T.), Job Methods
Training (J.K.T.) and Job Relations Training (J.R.T.). The work '
describes a six-point program used in selecting new employees.
Responsibilities of supervisors are described as coordinating war
plant activities and seeing that the best use was made of within-
industiy manpower
.
Bibliographies (on education in industry)
'
50. Hunt, Robert B. W., Training in Industry - A Bibliography ,
The Ensign Bidkford Company, Simsbury, Connecticut, 1943, 22 p.
A listing of over three hundred titles to v;ithin-industr\'
training materials. Bibliography resiolt of a srnvey of company
training problems. A composite of selected bibliographies supplied by:
The American Management Association




An inclusive and broad listing on the subject.
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51. Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, Training Supervisors in
Hunan Relations
.
Policy Holder's Service Bureau, New York,
1 Madison Avenue, 53 p.
A report designed to assist business organizations in develop-
ing supervisory skill in human relations, based on practices of
some thirty-nine companies. Discusses conditions affecting employee
attitudes - organizing, developing that training program, training
methods, subjects covered, leadership qualifications of the super-
visor, effective supervision and employees problems. In appendix
is foimd a training program, proposed training outline and respon-
sibilities of a supervisor. Very helpful information for the
training supervisor.
Business (Offices)
52. Abelow, Robert, A. L, Kress, R. S. Driver, Sterling W. Mudge,





American Management Association, New York, 1943,
p. 31-35.
Applying the T.W. I. (Training Within-Industry ) program to the
office. Topics treated are: supervisory responsibilities, job
instruction training, job methods training, job relations training,




53. Pus Transportation , "Sound Films For an On-The-Job Baggage
Training Program", (February, 1947) 26:67.
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Training materials for baggage handling personnel of inter-
city bus lines. On-the-job films used by these companies in in-
structing. First in a series of films is that of motivation films,
to condition min ds of trainers (pride in compai'-y, interest in job,
and willingness to accept instruction) . Five other films on
specific phases of handling baggage - vrhat it is, how it should
be handled, loaded and unloaded and duties of the bus driver.
54. Civil Service Assembly of the U.S.A. and Canada, Training in
the Public Service
.
A Report to the Civil Service Assembly
Uiiilton Hall, Chairman, Committee on Employee Training)
Washington, 1941, 173 p.
Volume is composed of seven major areas:
I. Introduction (The meaning of employee training, organiza-
tion for training, etc.)
II. Ascertaining the need for training - a classification of
III. Instruction - where and by whom? - inside facilities vs.
.
outside facilities
IV. Selecting, developing content, obtaining and preparing
subject-matter for presentation
V. Training methods (an important section)
VI. Evaluation of public service training
VII
.
The central training unit and functions
Comment by the author is both timely and significant:
"Training is not something that can be administered to or
injected into employees; it requires their interested re-
sponse and their active participation. Training may taice
place in groups or individually, in the classroom or on the
job, in the conference room or at the supervisors desk.
Although training so frequently associated with classrooms
and blackboards, and although such equipment has its place,
it should be remembered that much valuable training takes
place in the office or shop where the work is done."
Back of book contains a notable section on bibliographies and reviews.
55. Southern California Edison Company, "Super School for Lineman",
Electric World (March, 1947) 127:52-4.
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and getting them quickly. Fourteen acres rented by company for traning
of apprentices in actual operations. Co'arse in charge of operating
department, under supervision of industrial training and vice-
president of industrial relations - a linemens school v/ith 145 years
of line experience on the teaching staff. Time of training from
four to six months.
Business (Retail Trade)
56 . Moulton, R. H., "Sales Training" (General Foods Sales Company,
Incorporated) American Management Association, Marketing
Series No. 54, 1946.
Every sales manager must ansv/er three questions:
1. VnTio am I going to train?
2. Tiihat should trainees do and how should it be done?
3. How can I be sure they know what to do and how to do it?
Sales procedures on what to do and how - methods of training. Most
important subjects explained by films. Gives a training schedule
for one week of intensive training. Explanations and demonstrations
in "meeting** method.
57. Robinson, 0. Preston, and Kenneth B. Hass, How to Establish and
Operate A Retail Store . Prentice-Hall, Incorporated, New York,
1946
,
p. 234 -241 .
(Chapter IX-Training Problems and Methods). "Effective train-
ing is without doubt, one of the first essentials of a v/ell-nm
store." Steps to successful training are described along vdth
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Author emphasizes that the vitality of a namufacturing com-
pany depends in large measure upon its success in offering nev/
and improved products to its customers. Describes training laid
out to ripen experience. Cadet courses are taught in various
departments in application research, to give familiarity v/ith com-
pany products, and to give understanding of problems of large scale
manufacturing operations
.
59. Chalmers, F. B., "Apprentice Training School", Executives
Service Bulletin (October, 1943) 21:5-6.
By the director of the training school of Yale and Townn
Manufacturing Company. A forty-year old apprentice training pro-
gram. Four hundred graduates of the school. Thirty per cent 'Adth
company. One floor given entirely to classroom work. Blackboards,
drawing desks, models for instruction by teohnical graduates, with
experience in teaching vocational subjects. Shop rooms in charge
of skilled machinists. Gives admission procedure. Training
programs planned to fit individuals available for training. Regular
apprentice cour.se eight hundred hours, divided into eight one-
hundred hour periods. Each period corresponds to a grade in class-
room instruction. Regular hourly rates. Classes average hours
per week for total of at least 144 hours per year. Basic subjects.
Drawing, mathematics, applied machines, trade science, industrial
materials, and business English. Provision for outside study
*
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(beyond working hours), recreational facilities, two hours per
week in use of measuring instruments, blue print reading, shop
methods and safety reports sent home. Very complete libraiy.
60. Collins, Marvin R., "Vestibule Sessions Set the Stage for
Quicker On-The-Job- Training" (factoiy office, B. F. Good-
rich Company) Factory Management
.
(January, 1947) 105:133-5.
Describes 3-day vestibule training given new employees in the
B. F. Goodrich plant department known as the de-icer department.
Groups are limited to between five and eight members. Meeting
started with introduction and fifteen minutes talk on safety.
Floor foreman conducts the 3-day session. May serve as preparation
for for specialized instruction on on-the-job- training.
61. Decker, D. D., "A. Practical Supervisory Training Prorrajn",
Personnell (November, 1939) 16:6239.
A program whereby employees in positions of responsibility
from the group leader up are trained in all aspects of the train-
ing problem. The methods discussed are meetings, study corrses and
conference. Supervisors are taught the need of training and the
mutual exchange of ideas.
62. Firth, M. S., Training Solutions of Company Problems (A program
for executives and supervisory personnel) National Industrial
Conference Board, Incorporated, Studies in Personnel Policy
No, 15, (September, 1939) 78 p.
Contains surveys of training programs of the following com-
panies:
Swift and Company (Meat Packing)
McCormick and Company (Extracts)
American Rolling Mill Company (Steel)
American Blower Company (Heavy Equipment)

43
Rochester-Detroit Oil Company (Distributors)
Eastman Kodak Company
Has a bibliography for executives and supeivisory training,
63 . Hill, F. "Training Operatives", Journal of The Textile Institute .
(November, ) 38:96-104.
Sets forth that in the early factory system training v;as done
vei^^ thoroughly under the careful supervision of the head of the
family. With a scarcity of labor and its high costs, present-
day organized training becomes essential. A typical course outline:
Tell what the job is, give history of the company, the present
organization of the industry, raw materials used and descriptions
of the processes and nature of products, and like impartation of
information
.
64 . French, W. W., "Orienting New Employees", Executives Service
Bulletin (May, 1943) 21:1-24.
Sets forth that during the v/ar period numbers were too great
for individual orientation. An alternative to individual orientation,
that of a series of letters from the company manager through com-
pany publications. Also a series of meetings held for newcomers
11 a.m. to 12 noon on successive Wednesdays. Other devices are
carefully worked out moving pictures. Purpose of meeting to make
employees feel they are really welcome and to learn that company
is leader in its field. Address by one of company's vice-presidents
first meeting. Second m.eeting secretary of company presiding -
gives information on company cafeterias, merit system, medical services,
works hospitals, recreation facilities, rating and promotion system,
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Program. Third meeting "Spirit of '42" by manager of the publicity
department. A typical v:ar emergency orientation program.
65 . Schyheart, C. L., "Supervision Training On an Elective Basis",
Executives Service Bui'' etin (August, 1943) 21:5-6.
Describes what is called the "Cafeteria" principle. Sets
forth that conditions and requirements vary in almost every plant.
Thus the assistant director of the Caterpiller Tractor Company
devised the plan of having supervisors select their interests for
a group of functional areas, such as; time study, good housekeeping,
recclamation, machine ship, practice, etc. Conference method was
used in technical and non-teclinical short co'CTses, each conference
leader developing own material,
Industi?/ (General )







Tells v;hat of Chio States' cooperation with the U. S, Depart-
ment of Education at the outbreak of v/ar. Set up ESUl/JT (Engineering,
Science, and Management War Training) courses within the school.
Author states four needs of industry.
67 . Viteles, M. S. "Selection and Training of Personnel", Edison
Electric Institute Bulletin (March, 1947) 3s 74-81.
Three vital points brought out by the author: l."How accurate
are psychological tests?" Wants to know how hd-S company can find
tests v/hich will help select the best employee. Suggests that tests
must supplement other information; 2. It is easy to credit failures
to meet standards on the job to a lack of desirable qualities in
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lack of proper motivation of the job or any one of a number of
factors outside the employee largely may be responsible; 3. "Little
is to be gained by improving selection techniques if necessary
opportunities for proper development of new employees are not
provided." In the bulletin is found a tvrelve reference bibliography,
68. Wright, E. C., "The Training of Metalurgical Engineers in the
Steel Industry", Metals Technology (September, 1946) 13:1-10.
The assistant to the president of the National Tube Company
voices a lack in engineering graduates - a lack of knowledge of where
to look for more detailed literature on any subject. Another lack
voiced is that of weak training in the fimdamental sciences of
physics, physical chemistry, thermodynamics, etc. Graduates of
standard engineering colleges are rapidly adaptable to actual v/ork
in steel plants. This company uses this type of training, places
graduates in the chemical laboratory for three to six months. Then
three to six months in physical testing and several months in the
physics laboratory. One to two years is required to learn what is
required in the finished report. Author suggests greater coopera-
tion between college and work through summer occupation. For im-
provement and expansion of technical personnel, company sets up
standard apprentice courses under the sunersivion of technical
personnel.
Engineering and Technical
69. Stevenson, A. R. Jr,, and K. B. McEacheron, "Industry's Respon-
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’•Engineering to Win the Peace” . Article is by training
executives of the Schenectady plant of General Electric Comoany.
Suggestion is made that staff members be interchanges between
college and industry . -"Every executive must be an educator." It is
further stated that only large industries can nm these large
educational systems. If the engineer is not capable of educating
his associates then get an older man who has had both educational
and practical expense. There is no substitue for apprenticeship
in either engineering or mechanical trades. The importance of the
philosophy behind the technical men is more important than the
technical material presented. Men must v/ork v;hile they learn.




70. National Industrial Conference Board, "Training White Collar
Employees", Studies in Personnel Policy No. 36
,
1941, p. 1-59.
A survey of training programs and techniques of five companies
in which training problems are dealt with in detail.
American Telephone and TelegEaph Company
William Heugener Company
Humebold Furnace Corporation
Abraham and Strange and Company
Philadelphia Electric Company
Contains an excellent bibliography for reference reading.
71. Cushman, Frank, "The Place and Function of Training in a Working
Organization", Supervision (May, 1947) 9:18-19.
Topics discussed include "farming out" of job training to avoid
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sible to production or operating department. Training to be
closely tied in with jobs and not separated too vddely, tending
tward the academic. To avoid this give superintendent a voice in
methods of training. Author further suggests that the best ways of
developing employee training programs which will really function
is to help the superintendent do a better job of doing the things
they are going to do anyv/ay.
72. Raube, S. Avery, "Executives Can Be Trained", Liana,cement
Record (April, 1944) 6:90.
Intended for use in guiding the planning of executive training.
Sets forth that failure to analyse self and staff before presenting
the supervisory training program reduces chances of successful
training. Two questions chould be answered; 1. Is each of us
sufficiently versed in methods and techniques which we v/ant our
supervisors to employ? 2. Do v/e ourselves consistently use these
techniques? Top executives consider themselves experts and do
not like being subjected to organized training. Suggested solu-
tion to the problem of executive training; 1. Staff and line
executives attend introductory’- lectures together, 2. Conference
groups divided into small, separate units, 3. Same conference leader
to preside at all conferences.
73. Williams, A. Wynn, "Is Education Selling Industry Short?",
iviill and Factory (June, 1947) 40;93“96.
An article that gives information about a trend in Great
Britain for two generations --to induce th pupil to become anything
except a vi/orker in one of the production industries. The author
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then asks if America’s educational institutions are doing the same
dis-service to its industry. Harvard report finds labor is not
"odious or disgraceftLl"
.
For us here in this country the answer
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Brief Statements Concerning the Bibliography
The sub.iect indeg.— In viewing the subject index one would
perhaps feel that'this should he a part of appended material. After
reviewing a number of bibliographical treatments, one in particular
stood out. 1/ This volume contains a subject index as place in this
paper. Its position and make-up seem to give vitality to the
bibliography in having the advantage of pointing directly to definite
subject-matter, appearing in the annotations.
Annotations Divisions .— Here again is found some departure
from tradition. Sources of materials are emphasized instead of sub-
ject-matter areas, it being the purpose of the subject index to take
care of subject-matter. To be able to say, here is a v/hole’ book
on the hubject, and not haveto thumb pages of the annotations to
find one, seemed an advantage. A glance at the index shov/s at
once that a complete vol'ume, a book chapter or a bulletin deals
with the subject.
The ainnotations .-- These are rather detailed to give a- guick
grasp of the subject area. One wishing to get quickly a grasp of
the subject is enabled to do so to quite an extent, by merely
skimming the annotations.
1/ Cowley, T/. H., The Personnel Bibliographical Index . Bureau of
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Fulfillment of ob.iectives ,— As stated in the introduction,
a major purpose is to show the nature of educational programs to
be found in business and industry. At the same time the desire
was to bring together'Nnaterials that could be used for reference
by both student and instructor in program planning. It is believed
that the bibliograpl^ is of sufficient breadth and depth to fulfill
this purpose.
Aid to better adjustment .— Conceivably better vocational
adjustment of the graduate or new employee could be affected y/ith
a wider understanding of the business and industrial environment,
with which many of the references deal.
A warning .— In reviewing the reference material there was
found a note regarding "paper” programs. In this connection one
might ask, is this program in actual operation or just something
that looks good on paper? The student, gradiiate, or new employee
is cautioned to differentiate.
Tests and l.ieasurements .— In business and industry as well as
in education much greater emphasis is being placed on matters of
adjustment. As solutions to this problem tests and measurments are
used quite extensively as aids to better educational guidance, guid-
ance within the industrial plant. Consequently a number of refer-
ences are found on this area of training.
Bibliography (works Consulted in Planning the Paper)
Cowley, V/. H., The Personnel Bibliographical Index
.
Ohio State
University, Columbus, Ohio, 1932.
i
51
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Menefee, Louise Arnold, and M. M, Chambers, American Youth (An
Annotated Bibliography)
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American Council on Education, Washington, D.C., 1937.
Newmark, David, A Study of a Class in the Philadelphia ilomial
School, Philadelphia, 1931.
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